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Content of Presentation 

Opportunity to share our experience 

Focus is on Driving Forward Research & Evidence in Social Work practice 

Considering some of the Drivers for change 

Setting out our Goals 

Sharing how we capitalize on our existing Knowledge & Resources 

How we will Evidence effectiveness 

Opportunity to capture your ideas!!   
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What do you think of when you 

hear the words St Patrick?  

Quick attempt at Shared Understanding 
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Patron Saint of Ireland 

  

Kidnapped by Irish Pirates 

 

Tended Sheep on Slemish 

 

Founded Cathedrals in Armagh 

 

St Patricks Day celebrated on the 17th March 

  

First St Patrick’s day parade took place, not in  

Ireland but in USA, 17th March 1737 - in Boston. 

 

Banished Snakes from Ireland 
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Part of the United Kingdom 

Population of 1.8Million 

Local Assembly 

Own Health Minister 

National Health Service 

Uniquely in UK 

Health & Social Care 

Fully integrated 

Major challenge: 

Acute spending £3.2 Billion 

Social Care spending £0.8 Billion 
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Social Work & Social  Care Workforce in 

Northern Ireland is over 35,000. 

 

Social Work is a fully regulated profession, 

and ‘Social Worker’ is a protected title 

 

There are currently 5500 Social Workers 

plus 750 undergraduate trainees in NI.  

 

Approximately 85% (4600) of Social 

Workers work for Health & Social Care 

 

Our focus at this stage is on the Statutory 

SW workforce, but wide engagement with 

other organisations.  

Our starting point was with Social Work Staff, and the professional journey  

from Student  to Professional Practitioner and Manager 
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Where are you on the journey 

from Newly Qualified Worker to 

an Evidence Informed 

Practitioner? 

The first step towards getting 
somewhere is to decide that you are 

not going to stay where you are. 
John Pierpont Morgan 

I don't even know where I would start 

I am not sure about the quality of all the material available on the web 

I can apply skills in critical appraisal and synthesising literature 

I could teach this course if you asked me…..politely! 

I have done some reading but do not know how to apply this 

I have the skills to seek out and employ appropriate databases 

Exercise 1: Where are you? 
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What were the drivers for change in Northern Ireland ? 
 

Modernisation Agenda 

Service under pressure 

Integrated & Multidisciplinary teams, Social Work losing its identity 

Registered Workforce with Continuous Professional requirements 

Increased Scrutiny 

Legal challenge to Social Work decisions is increasing 
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Facing these Drivers we needed to come up with an approach 

Could not address them all, however, many of the Drivers: 

 

Modernization; 

Service pressure; 

Loss of Professional identity; 

Scrutiny and increasing challenge; 

 

All had aspects that pointed towards the Knowledge Base of Social Work 

Exercise 2: Why is Knowledge Important 

Write down 2/3 ideas as to why Knowledge is important  

for the delivery of Quality Social Services? 
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Knowledge helps us to give the best service to those who 
need it. 

 

Knowledge helps us to use scarce public & charitable 
resources most effectively. 

 

Knowledge ensures that individuals and groups are not to 
subjected to untested & possibly harmful interventions, 

however well-intentioned 
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“… There is an almost total lack of robust 

evidence available or given to social workers 

on what works in particular contexts. This 

weakness in analytics compromises both 

current … practice and the development of 

better approaches. …” 
 

Kirkman, E. and Melrose, K. (2014) Clinical Judgement and Decision-Making in Children’s 

Social Work: An Analysis of the ‘Front Door’ System (Research Report DFE 323). London: 

The Behavioural Insights Team, Department for Education. [http://bit.ly/QTOkOZ] 

http://bit.ly/QTOkOZ
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Rationale for pursuing a knowledge and 

evidence informed profession   

 “A recognition that the profession has not capitalised 
on previous investments to the greatest extent and so 
remains behind clinical colleagues in understanding 
and undertaking research for the benefit of service 

users and carers.” 

 

Adopting a more research mindedness approach will 
support the enhancement of the professionalism and 

professionalization of social work.  
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“.. in the course of a lifetime career, every social 

worker will undertake practice, and should also 

undertake some management or other leadership, 

do some teaching, engage in research in some way 

or other…” 

 

Sean Holland, Chief Social Work Officer & Deputy Permanent 

Secretary DHSSPS (NI) 2015  

The ambition for our staff is that -  
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Our Vision 

Our vision is that service users and carers will benefit from social work 

being a more confident profession in the production and use of 

research, evaluation, and audit  

 

Aim 

The aim is to build a research minded organisational culture. One that 

recognises the important and necessary contribution that undertaking, 

understanding, critically appraising and applying evidence makes to 

improving outcomes for service users.  

  

Purpose  

Driving forward research and evidence demonstrates, both internally 

and externally, organisational commitment for the promotion and use 

of research and evidence across services  
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• Identified Priorities 

 
Priority 1 - An overarching priority   

Improve outcomes for service users and carers through attention to research 

and evidence informed decision making at policy, commissioning and practice 

levels  

 

Priority 2  

To ensure the body of research and evidence is easily available and relevant to 

social work in Northern Ireland supporting an overall model of continuous 

improvement and excellence in commissioning, planning and practice.  

 

Priority 3 

To increase investment in research, evaluation and audit activity. 

 

Priority 4 

To increase the engagement, participation and visibility of social work 

practitioners, in partnership with other professionals, in research, evaluation 

and audit activities.  
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Priority 5 

To promote and support a research infrastructure within Northern Ireland 

which recognises the professional integrity and organisational 

arrangement for the social work profession whilst ensuring any research 

related activity complies with research ethics and governance standards. 

 
Priority 6 

To ensure the experience, practice wisdom and knowledge of frontline 

staff, service users and carers is used to inform proposals for 

commissioning and investment in research, evaluation and audit activity.  

 

Priority 7 

To ensure that any research, evaluation or audit activity promotes the 

principles and practice of personal and public involvement and equality 

and human rights.  
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Overall we intend to: 

 
• Increase research capacity and usage – this requires new skills in 

research, evaluation and critical appraisal; 

 

• Identify, consult and agree strategic research priorities; 

 

• Support a research active culture across academic and practice settings  

and other sectors – collaborative approach; 

 

• Promote and support better dissemination and utilization of research 

findings; 

 

• Increase involvement of service users and carers; and, 

 

• Better define and measure outcome focused social work provision. 
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Will Promote a culture of research mindedness 

Will Seek to ensure evidence informed practice 

Will Challenge current established practice 

Will Foster a culture of continuous learning 

Will Support the development of outcome measurement 

Will  Establish mechanisms to determine gaps in our knowledge 

  

 

 

 

WILL NOT undertake a raft of new research 
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Any Vision is only ever as good as the associated 

actions and Implementation Framework  

 

Building a culture of research and evidence mindedness 

does not happen overnight, so actions need to be 

incremental and sustainable.  

 

Given that funds are short and services are under 

increasing pressure existing resources need to be 

employed in more imaginative ways. 
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Leadership -     Department, Commissioner and  Senior, Middle and Team Leader  

      commitment to create an organisational and professional ethos that  

      values the application of knowledge  

Past investment in staff -   Assessed Year in Employment + Initial Professional Development  

      within 3 years, creation of Principal Practitioners.  

Technical investment -       All Social workers have Computers with web access, many now  

        have smart phones provided. 

Knowledge  investment -   Health on the Net NI(HONNI) , Knowledge Exchange, SCIE,   Social 

      Care on Line, Access to UU and QUB Libraries, Cochrane 

Academic partnerships-     Fully Graduate Workforce, Queens & Ulster Universities, Belfast  

        Met College full partnership for all Social Work Training; Links with  

      Dublin, Trinity and Galway Universities for various initiatives 

What resources have we been able to build upon? 
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Specific research training –  Evidence Informed Practitioner & Organisation, Research Methods 

 

Professional supervision –    Compulsory for Social Workers, includes critical appraisal of the  

                              robustness of interventions 

 

Professional in Practice -         Postgraduate training and development framework for Social  

                               Workers 

 

Procurement & Contracting -  All Tenders and Contracts for Social Service provision from  

                               non-statutory providers include the requirement for an evidential 

              base 

What resources have we been able to build upon? 
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So Measurement of impact would look to Outcomes not Inputs and Outputs, 
and these Outcomes would be supported by Evidence. 

As with all good evidential approaches we need to measure impact 

We decided early that our mantra would be – 

“ Words would become Actions not Action Plans” 

Outcome Indicator Evidence 

This is the difference that 
we want to across all our 

Social Services. 

What are the things that 
would make you believe 

this is happening. 

What examples have we 
that it is actually 

happening. 

Our measurement framework looks like this: 

Exercise 3: Now its our opportunity to steal your ideas? 
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Outcome Indicator Evidence 

This is the difference that 
we want to across all our 

Social Services. 

What are the things that would 
make you believe this is 

happening. 

What examples have we that it 
is actually happening. 

Showing Leadership 
An organisational culture and 
ethos that shows leadership 

for a knowledge based 
agenda 

Service Users and their 
Carers 

Building service user and 
carer capacity to engage in 
research, service evaluation 

& audit activity 

What do you think would indicate that the Outcome is  

being achieved?…..don’t worry about the Evidence! 
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Outcome Indicator Evidence 

This is the difference 
that we want to across 
all our Social Services. 

What are the things that would make 
you believe this is happening. 

What examples have we that it is 
actually happening. 

Showing Leadership 
An organisational culture and 
ethos that shows leadership 

for a knowledge based 
agenda 

Social work leaders use all opportunities 
to profile the importance of knowledge 

 
Evidence is embedded in all discussions 

on service development 
 

Team & Line Managers support and 
facilitate staff to engage in research & 

audit activity 

Service Users and their 
Carers 

Building service user and 
carer capacity to engage in 

research, service evaluation 
& audit activity 

Increase service user and carer 
engagement as an integral element of 

research activity 
 

Capacity building initiatives and support 
mechanisms are developed 

 
Users and Carers influence the design of 

service responses 
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Outcome Indicator Evidence 

This is the difference 
that we want to across 
all our Social Services. 

What are the things that would make 
you believe this is happening. 

What examples have we that it is 
actually happening. 

Showing Leadership 
An organisational culture and 
ethos that shows leadership 

for a knowledge based 
agenda 

Social work leaders use all opportunities 
to profile the importance of knowledge 

 
Evidence is embedded in all discussions 

on service development 
 

Team & Line Managers support and 
facilitate staff to engage in research & 

audit activity 

Director ‘Road Shows’ 15/16 
 

Research Conference 250+ Feb 16 
 

New mechanism of consistent 
support for research (6 apps) 

 
Evidence now included in all 

professional supervision recording 

Service Users and their 
Carers 

Building service user and 
carer capacity to engage in 

research, service evaluation 
& audit activity 

Increase service user and carer 
engagement as an integral element of 

research activity 
 

Capacity building initiatives and support 
mechanisms are developed 

 
Users and Carers influence the design of 

service responses 

Group of service users and carers on 
the strategy implementation group 

 
Support for users and carers to submit 

abstracts and present 
 

Service users being trained as CAG 
members and engaged in evaluation 

of EIPO course 
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Discussion 
Going back to Exercise 1, would our direction of travel give you what you needed? 
 
Are we right to focus on the concepts of knowledge and evidence informed organisation? 
 
Does our Outcome/Indicator/Evidence approach to monitoring progress make sense? 
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One last Quiz Question 
Does anyone know what today is? 
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David Bickerstaff - Governance,Training and Workforce 

Development  

Email: david.bickerstaff@hscni.net 

 

Anne McGlade - Social Work Research Lead  

Email: anne.mcglade@hscni.net 

Health and Social Care Board 

12-22 Linenhall Street 

Belfast, BT2 8BS  

mailto:david.bickerstaff@hscni.net
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